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“Improving the health and well-being of GHL First Nations 
community members through digital health innovation.”



The traffic stop in M’Chigeeng during the first wave of 
the Covid-19 Pandemic. Picture provided by the CBC. 
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EMR LINKAGES

Early in 2020, on Manitoulin Island, the First Nation Health Centres, 

the local Family Health Teams and the Noojmowin-teg Aboriginal 

Health Access Centre met to discuss data sharing and electronic 

communication strategies.  As a first step, the Manitoulin Partners 

agreed in principle to move forward with TELUS Health’s MedDialog. 

Subsequently, GHL ordered and installed the MedDialog product for 

the EMR’s serving the Manitoulin First Nation Health Centres.  

In June, TELUS Health 

commenced Med Dialog training 

and coordinated two rounds of 

communications testing between 

the partner’s EMR systems. The 

deployment of this tool will be launched early in 2021.  Expected 

benefits will include more effective communication workflows and 

the need to log into a separate EMR to send a message to a health 

care partner will be eliminated.

Further, GHL expects the PS Suite Data Sharing functionality, 

including related stakeholder 

agreements and procedures, 

to also be completed in 2021.  

This will allow read only access 

to health partner EMR health 

datasets.  As work on these 

important solutions is concluded, 

best practices and lessons 

learned will be shared with GHL 

members in the North Shore area.

ONE CLIENT 
ONE RECORD A SPECIAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT  

AND CHI-MIIGWETCH

The declaration of the COVID-19 pandemic as 

issued by the World Health Organization on 

March 11, 2020 touched everyone’s lives from 

near and far.  GHL would like to acknowledge 

and say thank you to each health care worker 

and the numerous other essential workers for 

continuing to provide care and support within 

the First Nation communities.  

EXCELLENT  
SERVICE

TUTORIAL VIDEO SERIES

GHL now has a suite of tutorial videos on its YouTube 

channel. This link can be directly accessed from 

the PS Suite EMR or via the GHL website under the 

resources area.

TOPICS INCLUDE:

 ▸ CBRT Forms

 ▸ EMR Password Resets

 ▸ Remote EMR Access

 ▸ Custom Forms

 ▸ Calendar Usage

2 0 Tutorial Videos 
Created

PRIVACY LEARNING EVENT 

The  Alliance for Healthier Communities hosted 

a Virtual event September 21-25, 2020. GHL 

sponsored the costs associated with 12 participants 

comprised of the First Nation Health Centres and 

the GHL team.

PRESENTATIONS INCLUDED:

 ▸ Practical privacy in healthcare

 ▸ New Privacy Commissioner insights

 ▸ Legal update on healthcare privacy in Ontario

 ▸ Digital Health – a national perspective

All members of the circle of care 
will be connected through our 
MedDialog and Datasharing 
functionality.

AHACs

14 
FNHCs

FHTs

http://www.giiwednonghealth.ca
http://giiwednonghealth.ca/resources/#training


Bob Goulais, from Nipissing First Nation,  was 
the MC of the conference.  

He drew attention to implicit bias 

built into health information systems 

highlighting the fact that digital tools 

are not designed for the realities of 

Indigenous healthcare.  One of the 

building blocks for indigenous health 

systems is ‘seamless information 

sharing between Indigenous and 

non-indigenous systems of care’.  

Derek Debassige shared his physiotherapy 

clinic’s experience with a transition to 

virtual care.  Being able to understand their 

operations through the data collected in 

their EMR allowed them to adapt and pivot 

to tech like virtual visits more quickly and 

more effectively.  

The GHL staff, Jesse, Steve and Nick 

presented a demo of the upcoming 

community portal and community beat 

report; which will turn the data in the EMR 

to powerful analytics to support clinical and 

operational decision making.  

The annual eHealth and EMR User 

Conference was held Nov 4-5 via Zoom.   

The event included 5 informative and 

inspiring speakers sharing their exper-

tise over two morning sessions.  All six-

ty-five of the event participants unani-

mously agreed that the conference was 

engaging and informative. GHL were 

pleased to have Bob Goulais as the 

Master of Ceremonies. The conference 

was opened and closed with a 

drum song performed by Craig 

Abotossaway and a prayer 

from elder Gloria Oshkabewis-

ens.  GHL’s Executive Director 

Michael McGregor welcomed 

the speakers and participants. 

Dr. Alika Lafontaine shared his vast 

experience working and transforming 

Indigenous Health Systems and policy.  

Dr. Karyn Gordon’s talk focused on using 

tools for stress management. Dr. Karyn had 

the crowd fully engaged and interacting in 

the conference’s group chat.  Her message 

to make time to refuel was appreciated by 

all attendees.

The final presentation of day 2 was from 

the British Columbia First Nations Health 

Authority, who shared their journey 

delivering care in cooperation with the 

provincial health system.  They noted the 

steps and challenges on the way to building 

their information and business intelligence 

systems.  
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“When we think about 

measurement and data 

in your EMR we think 

about it as a garden and 

if you don’t cultivate it, 

there is no harvest.” 

 Derek Debassige,  

Manitoulin Physio

PRESENTATIONS INCLUDED:

 ▸ Indigenous Peoples & Digital Health by 

Dr. Alika Lafontaine

 ▸ Pathways to Analytics in Primary Care 

with the B.C. First Nations Health 

Authority

 ▸ The Shift to Virtual Care and a Reaction 

to COVID-19 with Derek Debassige

 ▸ Managing Stress with Dr. Karyn Gordon

 ▸ Community Dashboard Portal & Virtual 

Visits with the GHL PMO Team 

6 5 Total Virtual  

Participants

3RD  
ANNUAL  
EHEALTH &  
EMR 
CONFERENCE

“The work that GHL is 

doing to vet and incor-

porate digital tools puts 

the GHL user community 

ahead of much of the 

country.”  

Dr. Alika Lafontaine, 

Alberta Health Services

9 7 %
Gained 

Valuable 

Knowledge 

1 0 0 %
Deemed 

Presentations 

Engaging

“Resilience is a mindset.  It’s 

realizing that your current 

situation is not your life 

story, it’s a chapter in your 

life that is helping to shape 

who you will become.”

Dr. Karen Gordon, 

DK Leadership

http://www.giiwednonghealth.ca
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JIuzcFJWSs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JIuzcFJWSs


Nick Barss was 
hired as the IT 
and Informatics 
Coordinator on 
October 19, 2020.

SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT -  
Aspen Debassige won first place in GHL’s 
social media contest, held Spring 2020.  
#STAYDEN

GHL Team at  the 
Anishnawbek 
Annual Health 
Conference in Sault 
Ste. Marie, January 
21st to 23rd. 

HIGHLIGHTS

 ▸ The Annual Review of Policies

 ▸ A PMO Team Wellness  

Committee was launched

 ▸ Governance evaluation initiated

 ▸ RFP issued for an IT Security 

Audit & Consultation

 ▸ PMO Team working remote from 

mid-March to December 2020;

The GHL team conducted a virtual training 
week session with the NBIH employees from 
December 7-11, 2020.

Fern Assinewe 
accepting laptops 
donation to 
Sagamok for 
children’s online 
learning needs. 
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BEST 
MANAGEMENT 
PRACTICES

Attendees at the 2020 Virtual AGM

GHL held a virtual Annual General 

Meeting on June 08, 2020. The business 

of the corporation was addressed which 

included the approval of the 2019 AGM 

minutes, the approval of the 2019-20 

Audited Financial Statements and the 

approval of the 2019-20 Annual Report.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

EFFECTIVE 
PARTNERSHIPS

NORTH BAY  

INDIGENOUS HUB

GHL continues to provide EMR 

support and training to the 

North Bay Indigenous Hub as 

the organization continues its 

development and growth. A 

Service Level Agreement has 

been established to continue 

this beneficial partnership. 

EMR MASTER SERVICE 

AGREEMENT

A five-year term Master Service Agreement 

(MSA) was negotiated and signed between GHL and Telus Health on 

March 19, 2020. The MSA provides for the terms and conditions to oversee 

the PS Suite EMR, with predictable and affordable ongoing EMR fees. 

ABORIGINAL HEALTH ACCESS CENTRES

The two partnering AHAC’s, Noojmowin Teg and Maamwesying have now 

implemented PS Suite, this change has allowed for additional opportunities 

for GHL to work closer with the AHACs to improve data sharing and partner 

engagement with the EMR linkages subgroups.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GfW6626WsTY
http://www.giiwednonghealth.ca


COMMUNITY PORTAL - Nick presenting the new community 
portal project at the 2020 EMR User Conference

LOOKING FORWARD FOR 2021

 ▸  Security Audit & Consultation 

 ▸  Roll out of Community Portal

 ▸ Increased EMR Adoption Strategy

 ▸ Increased IT Services

 ▸  GHL Celebrating 5 Years of Operations

 ▸ Support for COVID-19 Vaccinations

DASHBOARD
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To support our health care partners during the COVID-19 pandemic GHL 

offers Telus Health’s Virtual Visit platform. This service is an encrypted, 

EMR-integrated solution that enables a seamless workflow, and preserves 

continuity of care and documentation within the PS Suite EMR. To date we 

have 43 providers across 3 health centres enabled for video virtual visits. 

The convenience and ease of access for clients means this technology 

has applications for health care delivery beyond just the precautions 

presented by the pandemic.

VIRTUAL VISITS

A new and exciting project is the development of GHL’s 

community portal for use by the member First Nation 

Health Centres. The portal is a web based application 

with real-time community and EMR analytics.  It will 

also feature tools for support and a user forum for 

collaboration and sharing ideas. 

COMMUNITY PORTAL

ACTIVE EMR USERS

2019 2020

QUALITY DATA

TOLL-FREE TELEPHONE

1-800-985-5713

WEBSITE

www.giiwednonghealth.ca

9 1% 
Of respondents were 
satisfied with GHL’s 
services

53% use the EMR  
2-3 times per day

90% want to see  
improved Privacy 
Training & Security Audit 
support

84% want to see  
increased IT Support

85% want to see Data 
Sharing amongst Health 
Centres, AHAC’s and FHT’s

307
283

232 
REMOTE VPN 

USERS

468 
SUPPORT 
TICKETS 

RESOLVED

EMR LOGINS

2019 2020

87,32585,555

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2020  
EMR SURVEY

http://www.giiwednonghealth.ca
http://www.giiwednonghealth.ca

